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The use of consensus values as the assign value for 

proficiency testing (PT) activities are currently a common 

practice in Indonesia, including the field of natural gas 

analysis. Hence, mostly the performance evaluation is based 

on consensus agreement. In this work, a PT was conducted 

using traceable values with respect  to ISO/IEC 17043 and 

ISO 13528. It was demonstrated that the chosen PT scheme 

has good capability to evaluate the performance of 

participating laboratories. And, in some cases, the selected 

PT scheme was not affected by extreme values and limited 

number  of participants . Post  analysis  to the PT round  has 

been conducted using the information of uncertainty of the 

traceable  value  and  the  uncertainty  of robust  average  of 

participants ’ results . It was demonstrated  that there  were 

no significance biases in the PT round. Moreover, it could be 

concluded  that  the  participating  laboratories  have  a good 

agreement  one  to  another. They also  have  a good agreement 

with traceable values , giving more additional  confidence to 

the
 
measurement

 
quality

 
in

 
this

 
field

 
of

 
analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Indonesia is listed in the top 12 of 

countries with biggest reserve of natural 

energy resources (Andika and Valentina, 

2016), such as natural gas and coal. Natural 

gas is a gaseous fossil fuel, which mainly 

consist of methane (CH4). It also contains 

heavier hydrocarbon molecules such as 

ethane (C2H6), propane (C3H8), butane 

(C4H10), pentane (C5H12), hexane (C6H14). 

Nitrogen (N2), carbon dioxide (CO2), 

hydrogen sulfide (H2S), water (H2O), and 

small amount of mercury are also exist in 

various composition depend to its source 

(Khan et al., 2015). Natural gas is an 

important commodity since it is could be 

used as energy for power plants, industries, 

household,  transport vehicles, and also as  

raw material to fertilizer, petrochemical, 

and polymer industries. Considering the 

variety of natural gas usage in our daily life, 

one could easily see that laboratory testing 

activities dealing with natural gas is 

exuberant. Many stakeholders depend on 

the validity of testing results, based of which 

they will make many important decisions 

(Omer, 2007). 

Validity of measurement results are 

very important, therefore quality control 

effort is inevitable for  testing laboratories. 

Intensive escalation in number of testing 

laboratories being accredited  by Indonesia’s 

National Accreditation Body (KAN) in the last 

two decades has been promoted and 

strengthened the implementation of both 

internal and external quality control in 

testing  laboratories. Proficiency testing (PT) 

plays an important role as it provides 

laboratories with an external quality control 

measure by which one laboratory 

performance is compare to other 

laboratories. PTs in the area of natural gas 

composition are also indespensable for 

asssuring the quality of and laboratories. 

This article provided practical results 

and evaluation of PT in the area of natural 

gas composition using metrologically 

traceable assigned values. Since common 

proficiency testing in Indonesia use 

consensus value of participants’ results, thus 

this  results  would  be  valuable  to 

stakeholders who interested in the quality of 

testing laboratories in this field. 

PT is a kind of interlaboratory 

comparison which aimed to evaluate the 

performance of participating laboratories. It 

is essential for successful implementation of 

national quality system (Tholen, 2011). It 

also provides an important element to 

assure the validity of  measurements 

conducted by many different laboratories 

(Ponomareva and Shpakov, 2011). 

Accreditation body also can use it as an 

indicator of the performance of laboratories 

in particular area of testing. Another benefit 

gained from interlaboratory comparison is 

that it could provides historical information 

of spesific  laboratory performance for 

certain period of time, which would be 

beneficial for the analytical improvement of 

the laboratory itself (Sykes, 2012). 

Participation in PT schemes is necessary 

and beneficial for all testing laboratories. 

Many PT schemes have conducted across 

the world in various area of testing, such as 

in environmental (Asiah, 2017), water 

analysis (Song, 2010), physical properties 

(Hegazy et al., 2010), human serum (Carter 

et al., 2010), clinical (Tamiru et al., 2015), 

microbiology (Smith, 2015), and food (Dajay 

et al., 2019). In developing countries, where 

the history of the implementation of 

laboratory quality management system are 

not as long as in the developed ones, the 

existence of regular PT schemes are very 

significant and beneficial. However,  there 

are several obstacles faced by PT providers 

in the organization of PT schemes, such as 

affordability for the cost of participation, 

transport of PT samples, and custom issues 

for regional and international PTs (Koch, 

2019). In certain area, the number of 
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participants are very limited and this will 

add another difficulty to the scheme (Wong, 

2011). PT provider also should be aware the 

potency of collusion and falsification by 

participants, as these will diminish the 

confidence of stakeholders (Briggs, 2018). 

PT provider will usually deals with 

abundance of raw data and data processing 

in order to make the performance 

evaluation, hence, the implementation of 

statistical principles and techniques are 

unavoidable. Statistical method plays 

important role in the PT results (Hegazy et 

al., 2010). Two important variables in PT are 

the assigned value (XPT) and target standard 

deviation (σPT). There are several ways to 

get the assign value: 1) formulation, 2) 

certified value, 3) reference value, 4) 

consensus of expert laboratories, and 5) 

consensus of participants.  The use of 

consensus value of participants in PTs has 

been the most popular scheme in Indonesia, 

as well as in many other developing 

countries (Beckert and Fischer, 2018), 

however, it’s traceability property is the 

lowest among other assign values. The use 

of traceable assign value for certain will 

serve better for the evaluation the 

performance of participating laboratories 

(Chen et al., 2014). In the Asia-Pacific region, 

there is now an increasing needs for 

traceable assign values to be used in PT 

schemes (Kaarls et al., 2017). 

2.  MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. PT Sample preparation  

As much as 29 stainless steel gas 

cylinders was prepared from certified gas 

standard manufactured by Air Liquid 

Indonesia. All of the cylinders was put in 

serial arrangement and equipped with 

thermometer and pressure gauge (see 

Figure 1). Sampling method was referred to 

GPA Standard 2166: 05 (purging-fill and 

empty method), and was conducted 

simultaneously at 28 psi and 79°C. Out of 29 

cylinders,  10 were randomly taken for the 

homogeneity test and 3 cylinders were 

taken for stability test.  

The properties that have been prepared 

for the PT round were included chemical 

composition (methane, ethene, propane, i-

butane, n-butane, i-pentane, n-pentane, 

hexane plus, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide, 

as well as physical properties (gross heating 

value and compressibility factor). 

Homogeneity and stability tests were 

done for all of those properties. For the 

homogeneity test, the 10 random samples 

were analysed in duplicate, resulting in 10 

pairs of data. Statistical manipulation was 

done to extracted the varian of data within 

duplicates and the varian of data between 

samples, hence the inhomogeneity, Ss, could 

be estimated properly. Samples were 

considered to have sufficient homogeneity 

when Ss ≤ 0.3 x σPT, where the 

inhomogeneity will not  adversely affect the 

evaluation  of participants ’ performance . 

Similar  principles  were  applicated  for 

stability  test, in which  the average  values 

obtained  in homogeneity  test, YHom , were 

compared  to the average values obtained in 

the stability tests, YStab  (usually done by 

measuring at least 3 retain samples in 

duplicate after certain period of time). The 

absolute difference between the two thus 

become the basis to evaluate the stability 

according toYHom - YStab≤ 0.3 x σPT 

equation, where the instability will not  

adversely affect the evaluation of 

participants’ performance.  
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Figure 1. Arrangement of gas cyliders for preparation of PT samples. 

 

2.2. PT Scheme 

There were 12 participants of the PT 

registered for the PT round which consist of 

govermental and private laboratories. After 

homogeneity test has performed, a kick off 

meeting was arrange to distributing PT 

samples to the participants, as well as to 

introduce the PT scheme, time table, 

technical guide concerning analytical 

methods, the date for analysis, and the date 

for reporting of results. 

The scheme for the statistical 

evaluation of the PT was caried out based 

on ISO 13528:2005. Assign value, XPT, is the 

value based on which the results of 

individual laboratory will be evaluated for its 

bias, whereas the σPA is used to measure 

how big were the biases using the 

standardized scoring method. In this PT 

sheme, the values comes from certificate of 

the gas standard were taken as the XPT for 

the PT, whereas the σPT were taken from the 

reproducibility standard deviation obtained 

form reference methods of American 

Society for Testing and Material, ASTM. 

Table 1 provides a compilation of the 

assign values and target standard deviations 

for all properties in the PT scheme. 

Performance evaluation of the laboratories 

was done using z scores, which obtained by 

calculating the ratio of the difference 

between result of each individual laboratory 

with the assign value, and the target 

standard deviation, as expressed in this �� =
�������	


��   equation.  

 

Table 1. Compilation of assign values and target standard deviations. 

Chemical Properties (Unit) XPT   σσσσPT Physical Properties (Unit) XPT   σσσσPT 

Methane, CH4 (% mol) 75.37 0.5276 Ideal gross heating value, 

GHV (BTU/Ft3) 

947.862

3 

1.6586  

Ethane, C2H6 (% mol) 2.56 0.0512 Compressibilty factor, Z 0.9969 0.0010 

Propane, C3H8 (% mol) 2.50 0.0500    

i-butane, i-C4H10 (% mol) 0.53 0.0212    

n-butane, n-C4H10 (% mol) 0.51 0.0204    

i-pentane, i-C5H12 (% mol) 0.30 0.0180    

n-pentane, n-C5H12 (% mol) 0.30 0.0180    

Hexane plus, C6H14
+ (% mol) 0.40 0.1200    

Nitrogen, N2 (% mol) 2.53 0.1771  

Carbon dioxide, CO2 (% mol) 15.00 1.800 
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Based on z scores, performance of 

individual laboratory could be evaluated. 

The conventional interpretation of z score, 

according to ISO/IEC 17043:2010 is as 

follows: 

(a) a result that gives z≤ 2.0 is considered 

to be acceptable,  

(b) a result that gives 2.0 <z< 3.0 is 

considered to give warning signal,  

(c) a result that givesz≥ 3.0 is considered 

to be uncceptable. Laboratories that has an 

unacceptable performance should 

investigate for the cause of the problem and 

initiate a corrective action.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Homogeneity and stability of samples 

Several series of measurements have 

been performed for the homogeneity test. 

Statistical manipulation was conducted to 

calculating the standard deviation between 

samples, Ss, and make comparison to the 

homogeneity criteria of 0.3 x σPT. The 

samples were showed to be sufficiently 

homogeneous for almost all the examined 

properties, except for “ideal gross heating 

value, GHV”. It is explained in the ISO 13528  

that when the criteria for sufficient 

homogeneity is not met, the provider could 

include the inhomogeneity into the target 

standard deviation. Hence, the alternative 

target standard deviation, 
���  should be 

calculated according to 
��� = �
�� +  ��  
equation. In the case of GHV, this method 

was applicated. Two weeks after sample 

preparation, the stability test were 

performed by conducting duplicate analysis 

to three archive samples. All of the 

properties were showed to have sufficient 

stability for the PT scheme. Results of the 

homogeneity and stability tests as 

presented in Table 2 confirmed that the PT 

samples were proper for the PT round. 

 

Table 2. Results of homogeneity and stability test. 

Properties (Unit) YHom  Ss Hom test YStab  |Yhom - Ystab| Stab test  

Chemical Properties:       

CH4 (% mol) 75.3187 0.0280 Pass 75.3278 0.0091 Pass 

C2H6 (% mol) 2.5352 0.0094 Pass 2.5300 0.0052 Pass 

C3H8 (% mol) 2.5056 0.0024 Pass 2.4977 0.0079 Pass 

i-C4H10 (% mol) 0.5316 0.0009 Pass 0.5283 0.0033 Pass 

n-C4H10 (% mol) 0.5092 0.0014 Pass 0.5077 0.0015 Pass 

i-C5H12 (% mol) 0.2987 0.0017 Pass 0.2981 0.0006 Pass 

n-C5H12 (% mol) 0.2997 0.0019 Pass 0.2956 0.0042 Pass 

C6H14
+ (% mol) 0.4354 0.0220 Pass 0.4452 0.0098 Pass 

N2 (% mol) 2.5570 0.0181 Pass 2.5797 0.0227 Pass 

CO2 (% mol) 15.0090 0.0042 Pass 14.9900 0.0190 Pass 

Physical properties:       

GHV (BTU/Ft3) 947.204 0.8558 Pass 947.122 0.082 Pass 

Z 0.9969 0.00 Pass 0.9969 0.00 Pass 
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3.2. Performance evaluation results  

All participants were expected to 

conducted analysis in one week after the 

kick off meeting, and reported the results in 

the following week after analysis. From 12 

registered laboratories, 11 labs were be able 

to reported the results to PT provider while 

one laboratory was not be able to conduct 

measurement due to technical problem 

within the laboratory. Results  are presented 

graphically  in  Figure  2. The  results  were 

comparable  one to another data. In case of 

CH4, C2H6, C3H8, i-C4H10, n-C4H10, C6H14
+, and 

CO2, there are several extreme values that 

could easily examined visually in Figure 2. 

Participants with lab code of L-06 gives 

extreme values in term of 5 positive bias and 

1 negative bias, out of 12 properties, 

indicating that the laboratory has serious 

biases within its analytical system.  

However, in general the results from 

participants were of good agreement and 

consensus values could be derived for all the 

properties in the PT scheme.  

Performance evaluation of participants 

was conducted using z score based on the 

preselected XPT and σPT. The result of 

performance evaluation is presented in 

Table 3. The PT scheme was successfully 

able to evaluated the performance of 

participating  laboratories . Participants  with 

lab  code of L -03 , L -08 , and L -12  have 

acceptable  performances  for all properties 

being tested, while L-06 was suffered with 6 

unacceptable and 2 warning signal results. 

 

    

Figure 2. Graphical presentation of participants’ results.  
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Table 3. Performance evaluation of participants. 

 

 (*)        = pass (acceptable),         = warning signal,          = unacceptable 

    

3.3. PT evaluation 

Post analysis  was conducted to evaluate 

the bias of overall PT round, considering the 

assign value, XPT, and its 

uncertainty, �����	, and the robust average 

from participants’ values, XRA, and 

its uncertainty, �����	.  

Since the ��� for the PT round was the 

certified value given in the certificate, hence 

�����	 could easily estimated from the 

quoted uncertainty stated in the certificate. 

Mean while XRA obtained from Algorithm A, 

a well known statistical technique used to 

obtained robust parameters. Its uncertainty, 

�����	, was calculated using robust 

standard deviation obtained from Algorithm 

A,  
������ , according to �����	 =
�. � � 
������ /�� equation, where p is 

the number of participants’ values. 

 Subsequently, the assign value XPT were 

compared with robust value XRA. The 

absolute difference between the two,   XPT 

- XRA , was then divided by the standard 

uncertainty of the difference, 

������	 +  �����	, resulting in a certain 

ratio. Based on ISO 13528, If the ratio 

obtained was more than two then there was 

a considerable bias  existed in the PT round.  

In this case, where certified value was used 

as assign value, the possible bias could be 

came from the  bias in the measurement 

method used by participants, or from 

common bias in the results of laboratories. 

However, if another assign value was used, 

e.g., consensus of expert laboratories, then 

there was additional possibility cause of bias 

came from the bias of expert lab’s 

consensus itself. 

The results of post analysis for the bias of 

the PT round was presented in Table 4. All 

the ratio were far less than 2, indicated that 

the differences between the selected assign 

values and the robust averages were not 

significantly differ. It could be concluded 

that there were no significant biases in the 

PT round; moreover it could be concluded 

that the participants were have sufficient 

accuracy in the measurement of properties 

being tested in the PT round.  

Properties L-01 L-02 L-03 L-04 L-05 L-06 L-07 L-08 L-09 L-10 L-12 

            

CH4            

C2H6            

C3H8            

i-C4H10            

n-C4H10            

i-C5H12            

n-C5H12            

C6H14
+            

N2            

CO2            

GHV            

Z            
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Table 4. Evaluation of bias in the results of the PT round. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Performance evaluation of the 

participating laboratories using traceable 

value is very valuable, considering that the 

use of consensus value is currently a populer 

common practice, especially in the field of 

gas analysis. The use of traceable assign 

values have no doubt that they have been 

capable to evaluate the performance of 

participating  laboratories . Moreover , post 

analysis  were  done  to evaluate  the bias  of 

the  PT round , and  there  were  no apparent 

bias  were  observed . This  results  give 

additional  confidence  to the quality  of the 

testing laboratories in this field of analysis. 
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